ADVENTURE PROOF

PACKING
SYSTEMS
FOR MOTORCYCLES/2016

The best hard-core saddlebag and tank-bag solution we’ve
found is from Giant Loop… There are cheaper solutions to
carrying stuff, but these American-made pieces have been
over mountains and across deserts with no issues.”
— Cycle World Magazine
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Product Name

Part #

MSRP

Description

Coyote Saddlebag
(includes 3 dry pods)

CSB14

$360.00

Giant Loop Mounts

GLM15

$15.00

9

Great Basin Saddlebag
(includes 3 dry pods)

GBSB14

$450.00

13

MoJavi Saddlebag

MSB2

$225.00

For multi-day trips on dirt/dual sport bikes. Straps onto rear fender/tail
rack and subframe, leaving saddle unobstructed.
Stamped and coined stainless steel mounts for easy installation.
Keep straps away from hot exhaust.
Sits on pillion seat and straps to passenger pegs performance rackless alternative to hard luggage.
Minimalist tail bag for day rides on dirt/dual sport bikes.
Straps onto rear fender/tail rack and subframe.

Round The World Panniers

RTW16

TBD

SPN

Color /
Size Options

Primary Application*
Total Volume (liters) Waterproof

Weight (lbs)

Dimensions (in.)

Dirt Bike

(H x L x W in.)

(no passenger pegs)

5.5

7 x 9 x 61

P

0.1

1.75" W x 2.5" L

P

Adventure Bike
(passenger pegs)

SADDLEBAG & PANNIER SYSTEMS
11
38

5

UPDATED

2016

NEW FOR

2016

Siskiyou Panniers

15

39
Stainless steel

P

N/A
60

P

14

6

10 x 14 x 56

3

4 x 7 x 50

P
P

P

Hard mounted soft panniers compatible with most luggage rack systems.

89

P

13

$700.00

Alternative to hard luggage on adventure bikes with passenger pegs.
Mounts with/without luggage racks.

70

P

10

21 x 15 x 7.5
(each side)
12 x 16 x 6
(each side)

2.25

7 x 3.5 x 16.5

P

P

1.75

3 x 10 x 8

P

P

2

6 x 10 x 8

P

P

0.5

12 x 8

P

P

P

P
P

TANK & HANDLEBAR BAG SYSTEMS
25

Buckin’ Roll Tank Bag (complete)

BNR2

$235.00

Slim profile stays out of the way. Wraps around tank/cowling.

6

21

Diablo Tank Bag PRO

DTBP

$210.00

4

P

19

Fandango Tank Bag PRO

FTBP

$230.00

Feature rich yet low profile, easy access.
Includes seam-sealed inner liner bag (removable).
State-of-the-art off-road touring solution.
Includes seam-sealed inner liner bag (removable).

8

P

16 - 21

Fandango/Diablo Harness

FTH14

$80.00

Move one tank bag from bike-to-bike.

N/A

43

Giant Loop Tank Bag Dry Pod

TDP15

$30.00

Upgrade for Fandango/Diablo tankbag

6

P

0.25

4 x 10 x 8

17

Kiger Tank Bag

KTB15

$290.00

Zipperless clam-shell lid for quick access. Includes seam-sealed inner
liner bag (removable).

9

P

2.5

REAR 9.5" T,
FRONT 6" T, 8" W, 12" L

27

Pannier Pockets

PNN

$95.00

Carrying capacity for sides of tank/cowling without getting in knees.

4

1.25

7 x 3.5 x 16.5

P

P

23

Zigzag Handlebar Bag

ZHB

$55.00

Straps to virtually any handlebars.

1.5

0.25

4 x 2.5 x 10.5

P

P

CDB15

$170.00

Waterproof double-ended roll top. Access gear without unstrapping.
Integrated mounting straps and should strap included.

P
P

WATERPROOF DRY BAGS
35

Columbia Dry Bag

70

P

3.5

45" L x 20" W (flat)

P

P

37

Rogue Dry Bag

RDB

$75.00

Waterproof double-ended roll top. Access gear without unstrapping.

17

P

1.25

20.5 x 13.5 (flat)

P

P

37

Tillamook Dry Bag

TDB

$90.00

Waterproof double-ended roll top. Access gear without unstrapping.

38

P

2

40 x 19 (flat)

P

P

Cold, wet, wind, mud protection. Quickly strap over rigid deflectors.

0.75

13.75 x 20.5 (flat)

P

P

11.5

.25 x 19.5 x 9.5

P

P

EXPEDITION KIT
Bushwackers Hand Guards

42
4

NEW FOR

2016

Gas Bag Fuel Safe® Bladder available exclusively from Giant Loop

BWH

$40.00

FSB16

$99

N/A

GRK

$20.00

Spare parts and patches to keep you on the trail.

N/A

N/A

0.25

N/A

P

P

Burnished
aluminum
Burnished
aluminum

N/A

0.25

.75 x 6 x 2.75

P

P

N/A

11 oz.

.75 x 10 x 3.75

P

P

3.8 Liters
(1 U.S. Gallon)

One gallon welded film fuel bladder, with reinforced ballistic nylon sleeve. **

P

44

Gear Repair Kit

39

Hot Springs Heat Shield

HSHS3

$30.00

Hot Springs GRANDE Heat Shield

HSHSG

$50.00

Universal exhaust heat solution prevents melting.
Mounts on muffler with stainless steel clamp.
Universal exhaust heat solution protect exhaust and prevents melting.
Mounts on muffler with stainless steel clamp.

40

Pronghorn Straps (16" gray)

PHS16

$16.00

Stretch poly straps upgrade GL kit - essential for every motorcyclist.

N/A

0.25

16 x .75

P

P

40

Pronghorn Straps (20" orange)

PHS20

$18.00

Stretch poly straps upgrade GL kit - essential for every motorcyclist.

N/A

0.25

20 x .75

P

P

40

Pronghorn Straps (26" red)

PHS26

$20.00

Stretch poly straps upgrade GL kit - essential for every motorcyclist.

N/A

0.25

26 x .75

P

P

Quickloop (36"/84")

QL36/
QL84

$15.00/
$20.00

Secure Great Basin Saddlebag, Siskiyou Panniers, gear to parked motorcycle.

N/A

36" = 2.5 oz.
84" = 5.4 oz.

Diameter .25"

P

P

2

0.5

2 x 9 x 5.25

P

P

0.25

N/A

P

39

43

NEW FOR

2016

NEW FOR

2016

33

Possibles Pouch

PSP

$50.00

Strap-on easy access 2-liter storage for GL bags or bike.

42

Rubber Boa Straps

RBS

$25.00

Dead solid attachments for dirt bike fenders.

N/A

7

Tracker Packer

TKP15

$40.00

Ruggedized holster for SPOT Gen3 emergency beacon and GPS tracker.

N/A

P

0.25

3.5 x 2.5

P

P

41

Travel Shoulder Strap

TSS15

$12.00

Universal clip-on luggage carry strap. Compatible with all Giant Loop bags.

N/A

P

0.25

48 x 1.5

P

P

41

Vinyl Protective Film

VPF

$25.00

Prevents scuffing beneath GL bags.

0.5

12 x 18

P

P

1.75

4.75" T x 8.5" W x 11" L

P

P

3.5

1

8.75" x 6" x 4.5"

P

P

2

0.75

2" x 9" x 5.25"

P

Clear only

N/A

TAIL PACKS & FENDER BAGS
29

Klamath Tail Rack Pack

KRP15

$170.00

31

Ochoco Enduro Tail Pack

OEP15

$60.00

44

Fender Bag

FDBG

$65.00

Zipperless clam-shell lid for quick access. Mounts to tail rack (highly
recommended). Compatible with MoJavi Saddlebag. Includes seam-sealed
inner liner bag (removable).
Ultimate motorcycle tool pack. Bolts to plastic fender or rack.
Straps onto many locations. Or use on its own.
Dead solid and stable 2-liter zippered Fender Bag fits most standard dirt
bike plastics.

* Bags designed for dirt/dual sport/enduro bikes can mounted on many adventure bikes and vice versa but may require mounting modifications and some ingenuity.

4

P

** Intended only for the temporary transport of liquid hydrocarbons for racing vehicles used in professional off road and closed course competition racing
events. It is not a portable or long-term fuel storage fuel container as described by ASTM, EPA, ARB or other state or federal agencies.

11

1

Tiffany Coates, United Kingdom
World’s most traveled solo woman motorcyclist, she’s
ridden on every continent but Antarctica - most of it on
her trusty BMW R80GS, “Thelma.”

2
2

Paolo Cattaneo, Italy
Recently completed an 8 month, 4,000km
circumnavigation of the perimeter of Australia, as well
as Tasmania and Ayers Rock.

1

3

3

Danell Lynn, United States
1 Woman…1 Bike…1 Year…all 50 US States
and Canada… Guinness World Record attempt
completed on a classic Triumph Bonneville .

4

4

Alessio Corradini, Italy
Italian moto photojournalist Alessio Corradini
covers the Africa Eco Race and other rally events
in North Africa and Europe, riding his bike right
along with the racers to capture visually dynamic,
beautifully lit and composed images that capture
the essence of rally racing.

5

5

David Darcy, Australia
Completed unsupported Simpson Desert crossing
in Australia’s Outback - “unfinished business” from
his London to Sydney ride in 2012.

7
6

Alberto Lara and Naomi Tweddle, Canada
Alberto and Naomi Lara’s 2014 Peru trip: 22 nights
camped. 3,724 kilometers ridden. 202 hours of
riding. Rented 200cc Keeway motorcycles.

7
6

Jenny Morgan, United Kingdom
Completed a 50 day, 12,000+ mile coast-to-coast
(returning on the Trans America Trail) proof of
concept ride on the new Rally Raid Products Honda
CB500X Adventure, the TransAm 500 Tour. Giant
Loop is the exclusive North American distributor for
the new Rally Raid Products Honda CB500 parts
and kits.

8

8

Jaume Von Arend, Spain
Multiple tours of Morocco and “Transiberica” offroad adventures in southern Europe.

9

9

Paul Pitchfork, United Kingdom
After serving 18 years in the British Army, he’s
enjoying his freedom, exploring South America on
motorbike and writing about his travels.

Maybe our mission is bigger…
We can change the world
We can change motorcycling
We can make the tools of discovery
Two wheels make the world go round
We are modern explorers
We are emissaries of peace
We unite the world
We make life richer and better for all of
those around us, with each interaction
We do not make baggage
We make tools for travel and
exploration on two wheels
It’s more than recreation
Travel and exploration - even if it’s
one’s own “backyard”
We open new worlds of options
How? With intuitive, functional, durable
products that require little more than
“plug-and-play” enjoyment
We free people from their metal cages
and work-a-day lives
We build friendships
We improve marriages, relationships
and family life
We can teach a new generation that
the world is connected as never before
The common person can do
uncommon things
We are nomadic bands of global misfits
We don’t want to fit in, we want to
break out
Will you ride with us?

3

GAS BAG FUEL
SAFE BLADDER

PART NO. FSB16
MSRP $99

1

GALLON

Collapsible fuel transport container for racing

ROUND THE WORLD

PANNIERS
Hard mounted soft panniers
compatible with most luggage
rack systems.

PART NO. RTW16
MSRP: TBD

89

LITERS

WATER
PROOF

ABLE
AVAIL SIVELY
U
L
C
X
E
FROMOOP
L
GIANT

Note: Mounting hardware not included.

Giant Loop’s Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladder conveniently transports 1 gallon of hydrocarbon fuel for power
sports in a collapsible welded film and ballistic nylon reinforced container that rolls up or packs flat
when empty, weighing less than 1 pound. The Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladder is designed specifically to
integrate with Giant Loop packing systems, and the Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladder fits virtually any pannier
or rack. Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladders are compatible with motorcycles, snowmobiles, snow bikes (e.g.,
Timbersled), ATVs, UTVs and 4x4s, providing a lightweight, compact means of transporting gas for
off-road racing on closed courses. Each Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladder is individually pressure tested and
made in USA by Fuel Safe, a leading racing fuel containment manufacturer based in Oregon. Materials
& Construction: Welded film bladder sewn into ballistic nylon sleeve with webbing daisy chain anchor
points and handles.
NOTE: Intended only for the temporary transport of liquid hydrocarbons for racing vehicles used in
professional off road and closed course competition racing events. The Gas Bag Fuel Safe Bladder
is not a portable or long-term fuel storage container as described by ASTM, EPA, ARB or other state
or federal agencies.
4

Round The World Panniers combine rack-mounted
convenience with the benefits of soft luggage for long
haul adventure travelers. Waterproof, lightweight,
super stable and built to take the punishment of
off-road riding, the Round The World (RTW) Panniers
deliver 89 liters of packable volume and weigh less
than 15 pounds. The RTW Panniers mount to virtually
any motorcycle luggage rack system using the rack
manufacturer’s hardware, making them compatible
with virtually any hard luggage mounting system.
Main compartment rolls closed, additional gear can be
secured to outside of Panniers with compression flaps,
and two huge pockets (one roll-top, one open top with
draw cord) provide quick access to essentials. Includes
two waterproof inner liner Dry Pods.
5

TRACKER
PACKER

Ruggedized holster for SPOT Gen3
“Thinking about picking up a Spot Gen3 GPS-enabled location tracker
and emergency beacon for your off-road adventures? Well, be sure
to check out the Giant Loop Tracker Packer to carry it in, the first
officially endorsed safety product from the Kurt Caselli Foundation.”
— Dirt Rider Magazine, “Cool Product of the Month,” June 2015

PART NO. TKP15
MSRP $40.00

Giant Loop donates a portion of all Tracker
Packer sales to the Kurt Caselli Foundation!

Working in conjunction with 4-time Baja 1000 winner Quinn Cody and the Kurt Caselli Foundation,
Giant Loop developed the Tracker Packer™ to help keep off-road racers safer. Giant Loop donates a
portion of all sales of the Tracker Packer to the KURT CASELLI FOUNDATION!
Stay safer in the backcountry during all of your outdoor adventures — motorcycling, snowmobiling,
hiking, backpacking, climbing, biking, boating — with help the push of a button away. The super
rugged and secure Tracker Packer firmly attaches the SPOT Gen3 device to your pack’s shoulder
strap, handlebars, fork tube, arm or many other locations.
NOTE: Wearing the SPOT on your body with the unit in a horiztonal position is the best practice.
This simple system represents peace of mind for you and the people who care about you!
Compatible with the SPOT Gen3 device only. Fits virtually any motorcycle make/model —
dirt bike, dual sport, enduro, adventure touring and sport bike — as well as most backpacks,
snowmobiles, mountain bikes, etc.

INCLUDES extension strap to wear around arm.
7

GREAT BASIN

SADDLEBAG

™

PART NO. GBSB14
MSRP $450.00

Carry your gear where the passenger would sit on your bike – the Adventure Proof Great Basin
Saddlebag fits virtually any motorcycle designed to carry a passenger. Straps to passenger footrest
mounts and rides on pillion seat. Organize gear into multiple easy-to-access compartments with
optional Tillamook Dry Bag and Possibles Pouches secured to the Great Basin’s integrated compression
straps and lash loops.

Carry your gear where the passenger would
sit on your bike — fits virtually any motorcycle
designed to carry a passenger.

60

LITERS

WATER
PROOF

“These are stoutly built products and their durability has been tested around the globe.”

Set of three 100% Waterproof Great Basin Dry Pods
included with the Great Basin Saddlebag.

— Expedition Portal, “Field Tested: Giant Loop Great Basin Saddlebag”

INCLUDES ONE Hot Springs Heat Shield
(laser-cut aluminum) + stainless steel clamp

Features cable lock pass-though to secure bag to
bike while parked (optional Giant Loop QuickLoop
84" cable shown)
9

COYOTE

SADDLEBAG

PART NO. CSB14
MSRP $360.00

™

The choice for hardcore off-road expeditions. Carry gear for multi-day trips — and still work the entire
saddle. Rides on rear fender and/or tail rack. Straps on to dirt bikes and dual sport motorcycles, no
passenger pegs required. Organize gear into multiple easy-to-access compartments with the optional
Rogue Dry Bag and Possibles Pouches secured to the Coyote Saddlebags integrated compression
straps and lash loops.

Straps onto frame/subframe of dirt and dual sport
motorcycles — rides on rear fender and/or tail rack.

39

LITERS

WATER
PROOF

Set of three 100% Waterproof Coyote Dry
Pods included with the Coyote Saddlebag.

“The best hard-core saddlebag and tank-bag solution we’ve found is from Giant
Loop… There are cheaper solutions to carrying stuff, but these American-made
pieces have been over mountains and across deserts with no issues.”
—Cycle World Magazine

INCLUDES ONE Hot Springs Heat Shield
(laser-cut aluminum) + stainless steel clamp

11

MOJAVI

SADDLEBAG

™

PART NO. MSB2
MSRP $225.00

ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

14

LITERS

Straps onto frame or
subframe of dirt and dual
sport motorcycles. Rides
on rear fender or tail rack.

Does not include
center tool pouch.
(Optional accessory,
see page 31, Ochoco
Enduro Tail Pack)

Take a load off! Improve rider endurance and comfort
by taking the weight out of a backpack and putting it
on your dirt bike, dual sport or supermoto motorcycle.
Specifically designed to carry just the essentials
needed for a day trip or trail ride, the MoJavi
Saddlebag is the slim, trim bag for inner tubes, tools,
fluids and other “save a ride” necessities. Straps on.
Stays on. No matter what.
Expand the MoJavi’s carrying capacity by adding an
Ochoco Enduro Tail Pack or Klamath Tail Rack Pack in
place of the removable center Tool Pouch.
“Probably the best additions were the Giant Loop ‘MoJavi’ saddlebags,
which is where we stuffed all of our heavy items. Our shoulders thanked
us. With the weight off our backs and secured to the bikes, we could ride
twice as long without getting tired.”

Mojavi Saddlebag fits virtually every dirt bike,
supermoto and dualsport motorcycle make
and model.

— Quinn Cody, Dirt Bike magazine
INCLUDES ONE Hot Springs Heat Shield
(laser-cut aluminum) + stainless steel clamp

13

SISKIYOU

PANNIERS

™

The convenience of hard panniers with all
of Giant Loop’s performance advantages
—rugged, rackless, stable and lightweight.

PART NO. SPN
MSRP $700.00

Giant Loop’s Siskiyou Panniers™ combine the convenience of hard panniers with all
of Giant Loop’s performance advantages. Rugged, rackless, lightweight and stable.
Secures to passenger footrest mounts and rides on rear rack and/or pillion seat (and
you can still ride 2-up with a stadium cushion or Airhawk for passenger comfort!).
Mounts/dismounts in minutes.
Designed to fit many adventure touring bikes with no racks; luggage loops may be
required for some enduro and dual sport models.

70

LITERS

WATER
PROOF

“Other than being super dusty, after months of use the Siskiyou Panniers
are no worse for the wear and have served as an essential overnight riding
gear pack as well as been a huge help with commuting duties. Also, since
they are not bike-specific and are super adjustable, these could be the only
panniers you’ll need — even if you have multiple bikes.”
— Dirt Rider, “DR Tested”

Set of two 100% Waterproof Dry Pods
included with the Siskiyou Panniers.

Cable lock
pass-through

INCLUDES TWO Hot Springs Heat Shields
(laser-cut aluminum) + stainless steel clamps

15

KIGER

TANK BAG

™

PART NO. KTB15
MSRP $290.00

Designed and portioned for optimal fit on
twin-cylinder adventure touring motorcycles.

9

LITERS

WATER
PROOF

Two 2-liter Pannier Pockets
also can be added to the
Kiger Tank Bag’s harness
and attach to tank, shrouds
or engine guards.

Zipperless nested clamshell lid quickly opens and closes with gloves
on! Designed for bigger adventure touring bikes and riders carrying
camera gear and electronics, the 9-liter Kiger Tank Bag™ is the
largest member of the Giant Loop tank bag family, with a generous
touchscreen-friendly map pocket that fits many tablet computers and
mobile devices. Yet, it’s slim and trim for standing on the pegs riding
off-road. Includes removable waterproof inner liner Dry Pod for wet
conditions protection – better than cumbersome rain covers that fill
with air and fly off.

“The tank bag has been around for decades, but Giant Loop’s Kiger is a
rugged 9-liter bag designed for ADV riders who want to carry all of their
gizmos. The zipperless clamshell design easily opens with gloved hands
to reveal a waterproof Dry Pod bag, while the clear vinyl map pocket
allows touch-screen capability for tablets and smartphones.”
— Blake Conner, Cycle World Magazine, “CW Approved – New Ideas”

Unzipping one side provides
access to fuel fill

INCLUDES waterproof Giant Loop
Tank Bag Dry Pod.

Hook-and-loop lid attachment provides easy electronics pass-through
for on-bike charging and power inside the tank bag. Tank bag mounts
to harness with two separate side zippers – upzip and carry the tank bag with you, leaving the harness
ready to go. And for fast fuel fills simply unzip either side of the tank bag from the harness, which is cut
out to fit the fuel cap. A concave front allows fuel vent hoses to breath.

Handy exterior coated mesh pocket faces rider. Interior mesh pocket under lid closes with zipper. Large
clear vinyl map pocket fits many tablet computers with touch screen control through window. The
Kiger Tank Bag is named in honor of Oregon’s famed wild horses, the Kiger Mustangs.
17

FANDANGO

TANK BAG

PART NO. FTBP
MSRP $230.00

™

PRO

Fits most stock fuel tanks on a spectrum of dirt, dual
sport, adventure and sport machines.

Unzipping one side provides
access to fuel fill

“2014 Nifty 50”
— Powersports Business magazine
ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

Hidden pocket

8

LITERS

Pass-through
for electronics

Two 2-liter Pannier Pockets also can
be added to the Fandango Tank Bag’s
harness and attach to tank, shrouds
or engine guards.

Fandango Tank Bag PRO™ (8 liters) represents a major upgrade
of Giant Loop’s popular tank bag. Expandability, electronics
compatibility, and features driven by rider feedback inspire this
Adventure Proof state-of-the-art design.
An electronics pass-through enables on-bike charging and
power inside the tank bag and/or the clear vinyl map pocket
top. Interior fully lined with hook-and-loop accepting fabric
(compatible with many camera bag dividers).
Movable divider with elastic organizers and tire pressure gauge
holder, and an exterior mesh pocket keep everything in its place.

INCLUDES waterproof
Giant Loop Tank Bag
Dry Pod.

WATER
PROOF

The Fandango PRO’s underside includes a concealed
document pocket, and two separate side zippers for easy
mounting to harness.
19

DIABLO

TANK BAG

PART NO. DTBP
MSRP $210.00

™

ADVENTURE

PROOF

PRO

™

Fits most fuel tanks on a wide
spectrum of dirt, dual sport,
adventure and sport motorcycles.

4

LITERS

Unzipping one side provides
access to fuel fill

Pass-through
for electronics

WATER

PROOF

INCLUDES waterproof
Giant Loop Tank Bag
Dry Pod.

Two 2-liter Pannier
Pockets also can be
added to the Diablo
Tank Bag’s harness and
attach to tank, shrouds
or engine guards.

Diablo Tank Bag Pro™ (4 liters) upgrades are similar to its larger cousin, the Fandango Tank Bag PRO,
while remaining true to its minimalist, slim, trim design.
“You may have seen this orange tank bag show up in a few of our recent
adventure photos. It has quickly become one of my favorite accessories. It
now goes with me nearly everywhere. I always seem to be carrying all kinds
of stuff around with me when I head out for dual sport rides. Much of it goes
in my backpack. The tank bag is a perfect option to take some of that weight
off my back, particularly for overnight trips. The smallish design is slim, but
holds a surprising amount of gear.”
— Chilly White, Enduro360.com, “Giant Loop Tank Bag For Dirt Bikes”

An electronics pass-through enables on-bike charging and power inside the tank bag and/or the clear
vinyl map pocket top. Other key features: Full interior lining with hook-and-loop accepting fabric,
movable divider with elastic tire pressure gauge holder, exterior mesh pocket and D-ring mounts for
optional Pannier Pockets (2 liters each side).
Fuel fills are now easily accessed by simply unzipping either side from the harness, and the concave
front allows vent hoses to breathe.
Fits virtually any motorcycle make/model — dirt bike, dual sport, enduro, adventure touring and sport
bike — with metallic or non-metallic tanks/shrouds.
21

ZIGZAG

HANDLEBAR BAG

™

PART NO. ZHB
MSRP $55.00

Carry the bare bones basics, completely out of the way.
Perfect for dirt bikes and technical riding.
ADVENTURE

PROOF

Motorbike glove box named for Oregon’s scenic Zigzag
River. Straps to most motorcycle handlebars.

™

1.5

LITERS

Our smallest bag yet – it’s the dirt bike glove box! Sometimes you only need the bare bones basics
— wallet, phone, registration/insurance cards and other small items. Perfect for dirt bikes and
technical riding. Also attaches to Giant Loop Saddlebags, Panniers and Dry Bags, as well as frame
rails, tail racks, engine guards and more. Backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.
Named for Oregon’s scenic Zigzag River on Mt. Hood.

“Giant Loop’s smallest offering is the Zigzag handlebar bag. It works as a
dirt bike glovebox for your registration and insurance cards, wallet, phone
and other small items. It’s made from military-spec materials and features
an internal, mesh, zippered pocket. The Zigzag’s 1.5-liter volume makes it
perfect for technical riding.”
— Dirt Bike magazine, “Adventure – The Goods”
23

BUCKIN’ ROLL

TANK BAG

™

PART NO. BNR2
MSRP $235.00

Modular tank bag system for dirt, dual sport
and adventure touring motorcycles.
2

2

LITERS

LITERS

ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

6

LITERS
TOTAL

2

LITERS

“…the ability to cover some ground on your machine and carry enough goods
to survive without killing the handling of the machine makes the Giant Loop
Buckin’ Roll a focused and positive adventure/dual-sport product.”
— Dirt Bike magazine

Named for saddle pads used by rodeo cowboys, our most minimalist tank bag is perfect for riders
who “don’t like tank bags.” The Buckin’ Roll Tank Bag fits virtually any motorcycle — and keeps all
the essentials handy and out of the way when standing on the foot pegs.
The Buckin’ Roll Tank Bag consists of three components, which can be used individually or in any
combination: harness, center Tool Pouch case and Pannier Pockets™.
Pannier Pockets also can be added to Giant Loop’s Kiger/Fandango/Diablo Tank Bags, or used
independently. The 2-liter center case secures to the harness with cam buckle straps. Two 2-liter
Pannier Pockets attach to tank, shrouds or engine guards.
Fits most motorcycle makes/models.

25

PANNIER

POCKETS

™

PART NO. PNN
MSRP $95.00

Straps to radiator shrouds, tank,
body panels or engine guards.

ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

4

LITERS

Giant Loop’s minimalist version of tank panniers, our
Pannier Pockets can be used alone with the included
webbing strap across the middle, and sides strapped
to tank, shrouds or engine guards.
Pannier Pockets also can be added to Giant Loop’s
Kiger/Fandango/Diablo Tank Bags. The two 2-liter
Pannier Pockets integrate with the harness of the
Kiger/Fandango/Diablo Tank Bag 2014 and later
models (both PRO and standard). Pannier Pockets
also can be added to all previous model Fandango/
Diablo Tank Bags with the included webbing strap.

“Pannier Pockets were amazing! I put two 1.89 Liter (1 extra gallon total)
containers of fuel to extend the range on my moto! Carried the weight
well without any issues, plus blocked some of the unexpected arctic
winds/hail that we experienced on the trip out! I’m only 5’10, so I fit
really well with them. My friend sat on my bike and he’s 6’6 and he still
could have used them.”

Pannier Pockets also can be added to Giant Loop’s
Kiger/Fandango/Diablo Tank Bags.

Pannier Pockets
included with
Buckin’ Roll
Tank Bag, see
page 25

— Charles North Rim Grand Canyon Expedition
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KLAMATH TAIL

RACK PACK

™

Like a tank bag for the rear of the bike,
secures to virtually any motorcycle tail rack.
“Like a tank bag for the rear of bike, the low-profile Klamath
Tail Rack Pack keeps gear organized and easily accessible,
securing to virtually any motorcycle tail rack.”

PART NO. KRP15
MSRP $170.00

Like a tank bag for the rear of bike, the low-profile Klamath Tail Rack Pack keeps gear organized and
easily accessible, securing to virtually any motorcycle tail rack. The 4-liter soft luggage case features a
zipper-less nested clamshell design inspired by classic motorcycle rally racing packs.
Mounting options include 2 Forward Tension Mounting Straps (36" adjustable/removable, 4 Fender/
Rack Hook Mounting Straps and 1 Webbing Mounting Strap (36"). Riders can use various combinations
to suit a broad spectrum of motorcycle make/models, and tail rack designs. The Klamath Tail Rack Pack
also can used in conjunction with Giant Loop’s MoJavi Saddlebag, mounting in place of the saddlebag’s
removeable Tool Pouch.
Fits virtually any motorcycle make/model — dirt bike, dual sport, enduro, adventure touring and sport
bike. Tail rack or MoJavi Saddlebag highly recommended.

— BMW Owners News magazine
ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

WATER

PROOF

4

LITERS

INCLUDES waterproof
Giant Loop Tank Bag
Dry Pod.
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OCHOCO ENDURO

TAIL PACK

™

PART NO. OEP15
MSRP $60.00

ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

3.5
LITERS

Ultimate tool pouch or hard mounted tail pack.
“Reduce fatigue and improve endurance by putting the
weight on your bike and not your back.”
— Adventure Motorcycle Magazine

Includes stainless
steel hardware

K.I.S.S.!* (K.I.S.S. = Keep It Simple, Stupid!) Bolts or straps onto dirt bike rear plastic fender or tail rack
– and it’s not coming off! Or use it unmounted as the ultimate camera bag, goggles case (fits 2 pair),
tools, tubes, gloves and gear bag and throw it into your saddlebag. Less is truly more – on many rides
this is all you need. Take the weight off your body and put it on the bike. Go light! Go fast!
Hard mount designed primarily for Dirt, Enduro and Dual Sport motorcycle types.
Drilling required for bolt-on fender mounting.
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POSSIBLES

POUCH

™

Adds two liters of easy-access storage to
any GL saddle bag or panniers.

“The Possibles Pouch adds 2 liters of easy access storage capacity to
Giant Loop saddlebags and panniers — and just about any other secure
attachment point on virtually any motorcycle make or model.”

PART NO. PSP
MSRP $50.00

The universal Possibles Pouch™ adds 2-liter easy access storage capacity to Giant Loop
saddlebags and panniers — and any other secure attachment point on virtually any
motorcycle make or model. Includes 2 webbing and thumb-lock buckle straps.

2

LITERS

FENDER BAG: Possibles Pouch + Rubber Boa Straps = fender bag for dirt bikes
ENGINE GUARD BAG: Possibles Pouch + 20" Pronghorn Straps = crash bar bag for
adventure bikes

ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

Named for the leather pouches carried by frontier explorers to keep critical gear,
or “possibles,” in one handy location. The Possibles Pouch is perfect for the many
relatively small, lightweight motorcycling essentials: 21" front inner tube, snacks,
beverages, gloves and tools.

Can be mounted to
front, side or back
of saddlebag.

—Adventure Motorcycle Magazine

See Fender Bag,
page 44
Can be mounted
to the crash bar.
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COLUMBIA

DRY BAG

™

PART NO. CDB15
MSRP $170.00

WATER
PROOF

70

LITERS

Better than top-loading duffels, the
100% waterproof Columbia Dry Bag
opens from both ends, providing quick
access to gear without unstrapping
the Dry Bag from the motorcycle.

Four integrated anchor straps secure the
Columbia Dry Bag to virtually any large
motorcycle make or model. Compatible
with GL’s Siskiyou Panniers and most hard
luggage, the 70-liter Columbia Dry Bag
includes a shoulder strap and two molded
carry handles, and its airline-friendly carryon luggage size makes it the go-to choice
for fly-and-ride motorcycle travel.

“New Columbia Dry Bag Raising the Bar In Motorcycle Tail Bags - Giant
Loop’s newest 70-liter dry duffel bag gets bigger, better and smarter.”
— ADV Pulse

An exterior mesh “wet” pocket with zippered
access from both sides separates wet gear
from dry gear inside, or provides quick
storage for travel documents, maps and other
small, flat items. Multiple heavy-duty D-ring
attachment points add stability when riding
off-road. Lash points can be used to secure
GL’s Possibles Pouch or other lightweight gear
to the outside of the Columbia Dry Bag.
Fits virtually any adventure touring motorcycle
make/model — and many other bike types.
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TILLAMOOK & ROGUE

TILLAMOOK
DRY BAG

DRY BAGS

™

100% waterproof double ended roll top bags, in
two sizes, keep gear dry and easily accessible.
ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

PART NO. TDB
MSRP $90.00

The 100% waterproof Tillamook Dry Bag (38 liters)
is designed to attach to Giant Loop’s Great Basin
Saddlebag and Siskiyou Panniers. But it can be
secured on virtually any motorcycle make or model,
making it indispensable equipment for a broad
spectrum of on-road and off-road motorcycle riders.
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LITERS

Without unstrapping the Tillamook Dry Bag from
the bike, gear can be accessed from two ends. Two
beefy reflective daisy chains provide plenty of secure
attachment points.

WATER

PROOF

The Tillamook Dry Bag is named for the Tillamook State
Forest, one of the wettest, greenest parts of Oregon —
and renowned for its technical dirt bike riding.
Add Pronghorn Straps chained together to lash the
Tillamook Dry Bag to a tail rack, hard luggage or
Siskiyou Panniers.

Pictured on
Great Basin

Pictured on
Coyote

ROGUE DRY BAG

The 100% waterproof Rogue Dry Bag (17 liters) is
designed to attach to Giant Loop’s MoJavi Saddlebag,
Coyote Saddlebag, Great Basin Saddlebag and Siskiyou
Panniers. But it can be secured on virtually any
motorcycle make or model, making it indispensable
equipment for a broad spectrum of on-road and offroad motorcycle riders.

Secures to Siskiyou Panniers,
tail rack or pillion seat.

PART NO.RDB
MSRP $75.00

17

LITERS

Without unstrapping the Rogue Dry Bag from the
bike, gear can be accessed from two ends. Two
beefy reflective daisy chains provide plenty of secure
attachment points.
The Rogue Dry Bag takes its name from Oregon’s wild
and scenic Rogue River.

“The double-ended openings eliminate the need to
empty the contents of the bag to get at the item
that would otherwise be at the bottom. The built-in
compression straps make for a more compact and
stable load. Finally, the ‘daisy chain’ straps provide
a series of direct tie-down points, unlike other bags,
which for stability must be squashed tightly against
the surface onto which they are mounted.”

Add Pronghorn Straps chained together to lash the
Rogue Dry Bag to a tail rack, hard luggage or Giant
Loop saddlebags and panniers.

— BMW Owners News magazine
Expand packing capacity of all Giant
Loop adventure packing systems.

Pictured on
Great Basin

Pictured on
Coyote

Secures to MoJavi, Coyote and Great Basin
Saddlebags, Siskiyou Panniers, tail rack, etc.
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GIANT LOOP

MOUNTS

HOT SPRINGS
HEAT SHIELD™

PART NO.HSHS3
MSRP $30.00

NEW
FOR 2016

PART NO. GLM15
MSRP $15

Dimensions: 6" long X 2.75" wide X .75" tall
Don’t get burned! Giant Loop’s ingeniously simple and effective exhaust shield protects bags and
bodywork from heat damage. The Hot Springs Heat Shield helps avoid the meltdown, preventing
bags and side panels from touching your bike’s exhaust. It’s the lightweight, universal heat problemsolver for virtually any motorcycle exhaust system.
Highly recommended for the MoJavi Saddlebag, and as additional protection for dual exhaust
motorcycles using all Giant Loop Pannier and Saddlebag systems!
Includes one stainless steel clamp.

HOT SPRINGS
GRANDE HEAT SHIELD™

PART NO. HSHSG
MSRP $50.00

Universal exhaust heat solution protect exhaust and prevents melting.
Mounts on muffler with stainless steel clamp. Includes two stainless steel clamps.

(SET OF 2)

Stamped and coined stainless
steel quick mounts bolt onto bike,
keeping straps away from hot exhaust
headers, shortening straps lengths for maximum
stability and speeding installation of Giant Loop
Saddlebags and Tank Bags. Set of 2.
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Dimensions: 10" long X 3.75" wide X .75" tall
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PART
NO.PHS26
MSRP $20.00

PART
NO.PHS20
MSRP $18.00

PART
NO.PHS16
MSRP $16.00

ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

PRONGHORN
STRAPS™

Every motorcyclist needs a handful of these
multi-purpose, stretch polyurethane straps
with virtually unbreakable fasteners. You’ll find
a million uses for these quick, solid, tough
straps. We’ve been using them for years to
secure everything from luggage to water and
fuel bottles to our Bushwackers Hand Guards.
Sold in packages of 2, available in three colorcoded lengths with Giant Loop’s iconic cow
skull graphic and our design mantra:
“Go Light. Go Fast. Go Far.”

PART NO. TSS15
MSRP $12.00

TRAVELER
SHOULDER STRAP

(universal clip-on
luggage carry strap)

The Traveler Shoulder Strap is Giant Loop’s
universal clip-on luggage carry strap. Clip it to
your Dry Bag or Tank Bag for adventures off the
bike. Attach it to your Saddlebag or Panniers for
hands-free carrying to your hotel or campsite.

Named for the Pronghorn (often called an
antelope, which is an African animal and
not related to the American Pronghorn)
indigenous to the American West, fast, tough
and able to withstand the harsh environments
of the Great Basin.
PRONGHORN STRAPS – SPECS & FEATURES
Super tough stretch polyurethane
Unbreakable unfastener
Adjustable from 4" to 26"
Width 3/4"
Made in Taiwan

VINYL PROTECTIVE FILM™

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO PREVENT SCUFFS
AND SCRATCHES!

PART NO. VPF
MSRP $25.00

Vinyl Protective Film takes the abuse – NOT
your painted and plastic surfaces. Protect
bodywork and plastics from scuffing or marks
under Giant Loop’s saddlebags and tank bags.
Even a single ride can buff the shine off your
gloss coat. Take a few minutes now to keep
your bike looking like new.
3 sheets of 12" x 18".

“The best way to attach things to your motorcycle.”
— Cycle World
40
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BUSHWACKERS HAND GUARDS™

GIANT LOOP TANK BAG DRY POD

Droppin’ into the weather? Combine Bushwackers with rigid hand guards/deflectors and
heated grips for the ultimate protection against the elements. Ride safer and longer with
warm, dry and clean hands and controls.

ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

UPGRADE FOR FANDANGO/DIABLO TANK BAG
AND KLAMATH TAIL RACK PACK

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT: Motorcycle must be equipped with rigid hand guards or deflectors
to support Bushwackers while riding.

PART NO. TDP15
MSRP $30.00

PART NO. BWH
MSRP $40.00

6

LITERS

WATER
PROOF

Upgrade your Giant Loop Fandango Tank
Bag, Diablo Tank Bag or Klamath Tail
Rack Pack to waterproof* with the Giant
Loop Tank Bag Dry Pod. This seamsealed liner bag features a hefty YKK
water resistant zipper and heavy duty
side release buckle closure. Use this
high visibility yellow, removable Dry Pod
for wet conditions protection – better
than cumbersome rain covers that fill
with air and fly off.

RUBBER BOA STRAPS™

Confidently put the squeeze on a spare inner tube, tools, water or other essential
gear with Giant Loop’s Rubber Boa Straps™ hooked to dirt bike fenders. Rubber Boa
Straps apply dynamic tension with stretch elastic shock cord and a simple locking
slot, creating a dead-solid connection between plastic fenders and relatively small
and lightweight gear, even in demanding off-road terrain. Available in a package of
two.
The super tough and stable Rubber Boa Straps fit most standard plastics.
NOTE: Not compatible with 2015-2016 KTM plastics.
Rubber Boas are dead solid on earlier KTM models and
virtually every other make/model dirt or dual
sport bike.
Military-spec ¼-in. shock cord
Heavy-duty injection molded
fender hooks
Limited Lifetime Warranty
Made in USA

* Waterproof under normal riding
conditions when used inside Giant Loop
tank bags – not submersible.

PART NO. RBS
MSRP $25.00

ADVENTURE

PROOF
™

GIANT LOOP QUICKLOOP CABLES

SECURES GREAT BASIN SADDLEBAG, SISKIYOU
PANNIERS AND OTHER GEAR TO MOTORCYCLE
36" length
PART NO. QL36
MSRP $15.00

84" length
PART NO. QL84
MSRP $20.00
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PART NO. FDBG
MSRP $65.00

FENDER BAG

Dead solid and stable 2-liter zippered Fender Bag fits most standard dirt bike plastics. Perfect for many
relatively small, lightweight motorcycling essentials: 21" front inner tube, snacks, gloves and tools.
NOTE: Not compatible with 2015-2016 KTM plastics. Rubber Boas are dead solid on earlier KTM
models and virtually every other make/model dirt or dual sport bike.
Volume: 2 liters
Dimensions: 5.25" x 2" x 9.5"
Includes 2 Rubber Boa Straps – mil-spec
elastic shock cord with heavy-duty injection
molded components
18 oz vinyl coated polyester Bomb Shell™ with
14 oz. vinyl coated polyester storm flap

Beefy YKK coil zipper
MOLLE-style webbing lash points
Reflective accents for visibility
Mil-spec materials and hardware
Limited Lifetime Warranty
Made in USA

PART NO. HAT
MSRP $20

GL CAP

The solution to helmet hair — and protection
from the elements.
COLOR: black front with contrasting white
stitching, white mesh back
SIZES: adjustable – one size fits most
FRONT features a sun-bleached cow skull, icon of
the American West
SIDE reads “GIANT LOOP Bend, Oregon USA”

PART NO. GLTG
MSRP $20

GL SHORT SLEEVE
COTTON T-SHIRT

“GO LIGHT. GO FAST. GO FAR.”

Inspired by a 2014 Tuareg Rallye photo by Jenny
Morgan. Heavyweight
pre-shrunk 100% cotton t-shirt (short sleeve).
COLOR: gray only
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL

GEAR REPAIR KIT

Get yourself home in one piece! Basic supplies
for field repair of Giant Loop® bags and other
adventure motorcycling gear. Use this kit to
patch holes, seal seams, replace lost/broken
parts and improvise other repairs on the trail.
Seam Grip® sealer/adhesive + brush
22 oz. vinyl truckers tarp patches (5 colors)
1-in. Nylike® webbing (1 yd.)
zinc plated 1-in. cam buckle
heavy duty 1-in. nylon tension lock buckle
vinyl coated fender hook
Giant Loop® vinyl sticker
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PART NO. GRK
MSRP $20.00

PART NO. GLSG
MSRP $30

GL LONG SLEEVE
BASE LAYER SHIRT

“GO LIGHT. GO FAST. GO FAR.”

Inspired by a 2014 Tuareg Rallye photo by Jenny
Morgan. Quick drying poly t-shirt (long sleeve).
COLOR: gray only
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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DESIGNED IN BEND, OREGON, USA.

RIDDEN WORLDWIDE.

www.giantloopmoto.com
458-206-9113
ride@giantloopmoto.com
© 2016 Giant Loop

Photo by Alberto Lara, www.motolara.com.

We want you to be 100% stoked with your Giant Loop purchase — and if you’re not,
we need to hear about it, so we can make things right for you. Giant Loop provides
to the original purchaser a limited lifetime warranty against defects in materials or
craftsmanship if purchased directly from a Giant Loop authorized dealer. This warranty
covers defective materials and craftsmanship only, and does not include damage due to normal wear and
tear or misuse. Failure to comply with the included instructions for this Product will void the limited lifetime
warranty. If defects in the materials or craftsmanship of the Product exist, notify Giant Loop immediately of
the defect. Giant Loop will provide for repair or replacement of the Product, after Giant Loop has determined,
in our sole discretion, that a defect is present. Proof of purchase is required to utilize the limited warranty
provisions. If you experience any problems with the Product within the warranty period please return the
Product or contact us for prompt repair or replacement at our discretion.

